This study examines the fidelity of portable unified model's Atmospheric General Circulation Model in ensemble seasonal prediction of Indian Summer Monsoons of 1999-2004, driven by May SST anomaly persistent boundary conditions. Simple Ensemble-mean (EM) is inappropriate due to the presence of large deviation among the ensemble members in simulation of Indian Summer Monsoon Rainfall (ISMR). Thus 'Weighted Ensemble Mean' (WEM) method is used in the present study. In WEM method, weights are determined for all ensemble members at each model grid point using daily precipitation anomaly to distinguish the most reliable members and outliers among the ensemble members. Ensemble-mean then obtained by weighted combinations of all ensemble members is referred as 'Weighted Ensemble Mean'.
Introduction
The agriculture production and basic socio-economic needs of more than a billion people of India are significantly influenced by the vagaries of summer monsoon rainfall. Therefore, accurate prediction of seasonal monsoon rains at least one season in advance is vitally important.
The statistical methods used for Long-range Forecasts (LRF) of ISMR lacks robustness in predictor-ISMR relationship (Annamalai, 1995; Rajeevan, 2001 ) and thus impose limitations on fixing set of predictors (Rajeevan et al., 2004) . Therefore, in recent decades, Dynamical Seasonal Prediction (DSP) using complex General Circulation Models (GCMs) provides alternative approach to statistical forecasting. Comprehensive reviews (Goddard et al., 2001; Gadgil et al., 2005) have addressed full range of issues related to both statistical and dynamical methods of LRF.
The scientific basis for DSP is that "the source of predictability of climate beyond two weeks comes from the relatively longer timescales of variability of the lower boundary conditions" (Charney and Shukla, 1981) . Atmospheric GCMs (AGCMs) in which overlying atmosphere is forced by the lower boundary conditions or coupled atmosphere-ocean GCMs (AOGCMs) with the coupled interaction of the atmosphere with the boundary conditions, are widely used to make seasonal predictions. The ensemble concept involving multiple realizations is required for DSP of Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) because internal dynamics appear to play an important role (Sperber and Palmer, 1996; Krishnamurthy and Shukla, 2001 ) over this region. Several multi-model ensemble integrations with AGCMs and AOGCMs have shown the limitations in the prediction of Asian summer monsoon (Sperber et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005; Gadgil and Srinivasan, 2011) . Statistical methods have been used by the researchers to correct systematic errors/biases in the monsoon simulation (Sajani et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2004) . In this context, present study is an effort to investigate the utility of WEM to improve the simple EM prediction of ISMR using AGCM.
Objective
The main aim of the study is to assess the feasibility of WEM for DSP of ISMR in research mode with Portable Unified Model (PUM) AGCM ensemble simulations. PUM AGCM's climatology and interannual variability of ISMR with observed SST forcing compare well with observations (Gadgil and Srinivasan, 2011) . Thus, the PUM AGCM is suited for the study of DSP of ISMR.
Design of Model Experiments
PUM AGCM integrations are made in ensemble mode for six summer monsoons of 1999-2004. The model experiments consist of set of 12-member ensemble integrations each, for all six summer monsoon. So total model integrations of 72 summer monsoon seasons (12-ensemble members*6-monsoon seasons) are performed. For a particular monsoon season, all 12-ensemble members are prescribed with the same boundary forcing of SST while differ in atmospheric initial conditions. Each ensemble member is integrated for the same length from 1 st April-30 th September. The atmospheric states corresponding to 1 st April of 12 different years from long control integration of the same model are used as initial conditions for 12-ensemble members of all six monsoon seasons. Hence, set of initial conditions for 12-member ensembles are exactly identical in all summer monsoon seasons. DSP of monsoon using persisted SST anomalies (Harrison et al., 1997; Graham et al., 2000) , revealed that a substantial part of the skill obtained using observed SSTs is retained even with persisted SST. Thus, observed monthly SST till May and SST anomaly of May persisted on the climatology of June-September (JJAS) is used as boundary conditions. The SST persistence is based on the assumption that SST varies slowly during the season. Monthly mean Optimum Interpolated SST (version-v2) data is used. The monsoons selected for the study are highly variable with the observed percentage departure of ISMR were 1999 (-4. 
Weighted Ensemble Mean Method
ISMR exhibits chaotic behavior (Palmer and Anderson, 1994; Brankovic and Palmer, 2000) , resulting in large dispersion among the ensemble members. Daily precipitation anomalies of 12 ensemble members simulated by PUM AGCM at an example model grid point 78 0 E; 23 0 N, during 1 st -30 th September 2002 are shown in Fig. 1 . Large deviation is clearly visible which is particularly prominent from 17 th -19 th September with anomalies of opposite sign. Thus, application of WEM is explored for ISMR prediction. Weight for a ensemble member is determined from the inverse distance. The distance for ensemble member 'j' is calculated from equation 1. X i and X j are precipitation anomalies of i th and j th ensemble member respectively. The precipitation anomaly is calculated from model climatology. Weight assigned to the ensemble member is calculated from equation 2. wt (j) is the weight of j th ensemble member. Weights are calculated for all ensemble members at each model grid points for 122-days from JJAS. The 12-member mean precipitation anomaly calculated based on the weights is referred as 'Weighted Ensembles Mean (WEM)'.
Application of WEM method to Seasonal Prediction of ISM
The performance of WEM method in DSP of ISMR is examined. The percentage departure of ISMR estimated from EM,WEM and observations for monsoons of 1999-2004 are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) is used as observation. The detail description of CMAP data is available in (Xie and Arkin, 1997) . Figure 2 shows that WEM is closer to observations than EM for all monsoons except 2000. The results suggest that WEM is superior to EM in majority of monsoons considered in the present study. Further, the assessment of WEM estimated with the monthly and JJAS mean precipitation anomaly is carried out, in order to answer few questions such as -Is it really necessary to weight using daily anomalies?, if weights are determined using monthly/seasonal mean anomaly then would the WEM be different? The weights calculation method used is the same as that of daily weights (described in previous section 4) except using monthly/seasonal mean anomalies instead of daily anomalies.
Percentage departure of ISMR for EM, WEM with daily, monthly and seasonal weighting are illustrated together with CMAP observations in Figure 3 . WEM from monthly/seasonal weighting resemble EM, while WEM from daily weighting differ largely from EM. WEM using daily weights is closer to observation in most (four out of six) of the monsoons, while WEM from monthly/seasonal weighting compare well with observation only in two monsoons. Thus it is more appropriate to use daily weighting than EM and monthly/seasonal weighting, for the selected monsoons considered in this study.
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Concluding Remarks
The ensemble DSP by PUM AGCM in research mode for ISMR of 1999-2004 is examined. Use of WEM method is explored due to presence of large divergence among the ensemble members. The ISMR with WEM (daily weights) is found to excel EM in majority of the monsoons considered. Further, the evaluation of WEM with weights from monthly and seasonal mean anomaly versus daily weights suggests that the daily weighting is superior to monthly/seasonal weighting.
Limitation of the study is that the results are restricted to PUM AGCM experiments of only six monsoon seasons. The systematic errors in the ISMR simulation and modeling strategy of AGCM forced by SST forcing affect the results. Thus, there is a need to examine WEM for several monsoons in multiple AOGCMs to substantiate the results obtained in the present study.
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